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Journal impact factors have been the subject of considerable controversy ever since their 
introduction in the seventies. In recent years, Nature has made the impact factor a regular 
matter of controversy.  Quite recently there  has been a heated discussion of the journal IF in 
the evaluation of individual scientists and laboratories. In some countries grant application 
reviews routinely involve  the ISI journal IF in considering the applicant’s publications 
(Adam, 2002; Lawrence, 2002; Georgiev, 2003).  
 
When using IF values for evaluatory purposes administrators usually ignore the fact that they 
greatly differ among subject categories. To overcome the problem of comparing IF across 
different specialties, Sen and  
Marshakova-Shaikevich have suggested using a normalized IF (Sen, 1982; Marshakova-
Shaikevich, 1996). However, these normalizations are not quite satisfactory, as they involve 
either the maximal IF or a few of the highest IFs in each specialty.  These “champion” values 
are not always characteristic of IF values of the majority of journals within the specialty and 
thus introduce  fortuitous elements in the normalized IF. 
 
We suggest a rank normalized IF which involves order statistics for the whole set of journals 
in a specialty.  This normalization procedure, which is similar to percentile ranking, provides 
more reliable and easily interpretable values we call rank-normalized impact factors or (rnIF).  
 



 

SLIDE 1. 
Calculation of Rank-Normalized Impact Factor 

rnIFj =  (K - Rj + 1)/K , 
where  Rj  is the JCR rank of journal j 

and 
K is the number of journals in  its specialty category. 

 
For the journal GENETICS rank-normalized IF will be 

 
rnIFGenetics = (114-17+1)/114 = 0.860 

 
For any journal j the rank normalized impact factor rnIFj =  (K - Rj + 1)/K , where  Rj  is the 
JCR rank of journal j  and  K is the number of journals in  its category.  Keep in mind that 
within each JCR category  journals are always displayed in descending order.  For example, 
the journal Genetics is the 17th from the top in the JCR category for Genetics & Heredity.  In 
2000, this category contained 114 journals.  Thus, rnIFGenetics = (114-17+1)/114 = 0.860. The 
value of rnIF is very easy to interpret:  if a journal j  has rnIFj = X  it means that 100% x (1 – 
X) of the journals in  its JCR category have higher IF values.  So, for the journal Genetics 
14% of the journals in its category have higher IFs. Under the suggested normalization the 
top journals in each subject category have  rnIF equal to 1.0 and the median journals will 
have rnIF close to 0.5.  When a journal is assigned by the JCR to two or more different 
categories we average the rnIF values. 
 
 
 
SLIDE 2 
 
This table presents the IF, SnIF, MnIF and rnIF for  journals in  five JCR categories.  Data for 
six journals in each category are given:  for 5 journals with the highest IFs and for the median 
one.  It is clearly seen that IF values vary greatly among the disciplines.  There is almost an 
eighteen-fold difference between IFs  for the top journals in the biochemistry/molecular 
biology category (top IF = 43.4) and the agronomy category (top IF = 2.4). Median IFs for 
these categories differ less, but nevertheless quite significantly -- almost 4-fold.  Variation of 
the normalized Sen and  Marshakova-Shaikevich IF values for journals occupying the same 
rank position in different categories is also considerable.  See coefficient of variation (C.V.) 
column in  Table 1. Our rnIFs are much less variable.  The C.V. of rnIF varies from 0.6% to 
2.4%, which greatly contrasts with the C.V. values of the  JCR  IF which vary from 57.1% to 
86.0%, or of SnIF: from 12.3% to 77.8%, or MnIF: from 2.4% to 22.22%.  The other 
advantage of rnIF is its straightforward interpretation.  For example, consider the second 
highest journal in each JCR category.  Sen’s nIF varies   from 63.7 to 100. Marshakova-
Shakevich’s nIF varies from 92.26 to 137.58.  Thus, it is difficult to judge the status of a 
journal in its subject category by its nIF values.  Our rnIFs are more transparent in their 
meaning.  They indicate the proportion of journals in their subject category, which have 
higher IF values.  Thus rnIFs for the journals ranked  2nd in each category range from 0.982 to  
0.997, which means there are only .8% to 0.3% of journals with higher IFs. 
 
 





 

SLIDE 3 
 
To verify the effectiveness of  the proposed normalization scheme we used bibliographic data 
on the top cited scientists in seven different specialties.   ISI regularly publishes data online 
for the most-cited authors worldwide (see  http://www.isihighlycited.com for the latest ten-
year period).  These data are freely available to all users.  We retrieved bibliographic 
information on  the five most recent papers of an arbitrarily chosen person in each of  seven 
specialties in that database: Physics, Animal & Plant Sciences, Molecular Biology & 
Genetics, Engineering, Immunology, Pharmacology, and Neurosciences -- 35 papers in all, 
published in 28 journals in 1996-2001.  For each journal we determined the rnIF and the  two 
other Sen and Marshakova-Shakevich nIFs. All the information necessary for computation of 
the three normalized IFs was taken from the 2000 edition of JCR.  Note that  the categories in 
these two databases, JCR vs. ISI’s Highly-Cited, are not identical.  For example, a physicist 
may have published in journals that are assigned to one or more JCR physics categories 
whereas there is only one physics category in ISIHighlyCited.com. 
 
By definition, all the scientists chosen are highly cited.  Thus, if our normalization is 
effective, the average values of rnIF among these scientists should be much more similar than  
those obtained from the JCR.  This table  displays the average  values of JCR  IF, SnIF, MnIF 
and rnIF for the seven scientists.  One can see that the JCR  IF values are very different 
among these top scientists.  For example, the average IF for  the physicist is 1.992 while  the 
IF average for the immunologist is 18.739, almost a ten-fold difference.  The  difference in 
our rnIF is much lower:  0.906 and 0.980.  The coefficient of variation (C.V.) of the JCR IF is 
89.9% while it is only 9.0% for rnIF. Normalized values  according to Sen  and Marshakova-
Shaikevich  reduce the differences among disciplines,  but the variation is still considerable:  
C.V. values are 37.3% and 33.4%. 
 
We reiterate, the scientists under consideration are the most-cited authors in their respective 
fields for the last decade.  Not surprisingly, and in accord with their high rank, their papers 
are usually, but not always, published in the most influential journals.  This is  revealed by 
our rnIF:  only  one paper of 35 (2.9%) was published in a journal with IF less than the 
median (rnIF = 0.492).  Thirty papers of the 35 (85.7%)   were published in journals with 
rnIF higher than 0.82  and thus within 18% of the highest IF journals.  Using the JCR IF 
values does not produce these easily interpretable results across fields.  Unfortunately, the 
normalization procedures suggested by Sen  (1992) and Marshakova-Shaikevich  (1996) do 
not prove to be sufficiently effective. 
 
Evidently, the efficiency of the suggested normalization  depends  on  the   quality  of the 
journal categorization provided by the JCR.  ISI’s  heuristic categorization procedure is not 
ideal.  Unfortunately, an ideal categorization procedure is not yet available.  This was noted 
in our recent study of journal relatedness (Pudovkin & Garfield, 2002).  The more realistic 
the categorization,   the more efficient the suggested normalization across fields will be.  For 
journals assigned to several categories, the averaging of the rnIF values would require 
knowledge of the relevance of the journals to the categories.  Relevancy weight could be used 
to improve averaging.  We have used equal weights since relevancies were not available.  As 
a concrete example, the JCR category for neurosciences includes neurology journals.  The 
latter have, on average, IFs lower than the less clinically and more molecularly oriented 
journals in neuroscience.  This accounts in part for the lower rnIF for the neuroscientist.  The 
rnIF for the neuroscientist would be even higher if papers from the neurology journals were 
not included. 
 





 

SLIDE 4 
 
This table  shows time variation of the IF values for the journal Genetics from 1997 to 2002.  
One can see that the rnIF is the most  chronologically stable one.  It ranges from 0.809 in 
2002 to 0.864 in 1998.  C.V. for the  six-year values equals only 2.42%.  The JCR  IF is the 
next in its time stability, C.V. equals 5.05%.  The values of Sen and Marshakova-Shaikevich  
are more time variable:  C.V. values for them are 18.07% and 5.91%. 
 
The rnIF may also be useful when considering the citation rank of a journal among the global 
set of journals covered by JCR. For example, the 2002 IF of Genetics is 4.483.  The IF tells 
us that the average paper published in  2000  or 2001 was cited  4.483 times in 2002. Is that a 
high citation frequency?  Of 5876 journals covered by JCR in 2002, how many have higher 
IF?  The global rnIF will provide the answer: rnIF = (5876-302+1)/5876 = 0.948.  This means 
that only 5.2% of journals in the global set have an IF values higher than Genetics.  The 
global rnIF tells us that this journal is near the 95th percentile of the distribution of the global 
set of journals. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
SLIDE 5 

 
This slide shows 10 journals, which had the highest  impact factors  in 2002. One  can see 
that  these values differed  significantly. For instance, the IF of Annual Review of 
Biochemistry ranked 2nd , but is  “only” 66.6% of the IF value of Annual Review of 
Immunology which ranked  1st.  The IF of Cell was  half the IF of Annual Review of 
Immunology .  Though it is absurd to think that Cell is  half as important.   Rank-normalized 
IFs show that all of the 10 journals are above the 99th percentile:  in other words these are top 
journals. 
  
Using three IF values (the standard one, the global rnIF, the specialty rnIF) provide a more 
complete characterization of the citation rank of a journal. The standard IF gives an absolute 
measure of citation frequency, regardless of discipline, the global rnIF shows its citation rank 
relative to the global set , and the specialty rnIF shows its citation rank within  its specialty.    
The global rnIF of 0.948 for Genetics testifies that it is indeed a globally high impact journal 
being among the top 5 or 6% of journals in impact.  Its specialty rnIF of 0.809 indicates that 
it is well cited compared to other journals in the JCR Genetics & Heredity category.  Its 
higher global value means that the category includes many fast moving journals where the 
median journal IF is higher than the median of the global set. For slower moving specialties 
the opposite relation between the global and specialty rnIF will be true. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

SLIDE 6 

 
Rank normalization  can be applied  not only to impact factors, but to any other 
characteristics.  In this slide we give rank-normalized values, both global and specialty, of IFs 
and of sizes for 5 journals of different specialties. The 4 values, global rnIF and rnSize, 
specialty rnIF and rnSize provide much fuller information that is given by “raw” values of IF 
and size. For instance, it follows from these 4 characteristics, that Annals of Mathematics is 
near the 80th percentile globally, but it is close to top rank within the JCR category of 
Mathematics, being at 99th percentile.  Its size is below the global median, but above the 
median in its subject category. 
 
Evaluation procedures involving journal IF may be especially important for smaller countries, 
where establishing evaluation committees that include competent experts across many 
science fields is difficult.  In these situations,  the term “poor man’s citation analysis,”  used 
by Anthony van Raan, seems warranted.  The success of  using  citation indicators in the 
Research Assessment Exercises in the UK indicates that citation methods are preferable to 
the often arbitrary and uninformed subjective methods of peer review groups – not to mention 
the expense (Oppenheim, 1977; Norris & Oppenheim, 2003). 
 
For the evaluation of an individual scientist’s or a research collective’s contribution, we 
would recommend using JCR IF values in combination with rank-normalized ones.  The 
former are indicative of the unquestionable evidence of professional excellence among the 
applicant’s publications (e.g. papers accepted by Science, Nature, PNAS, or other first rate 
journals).  The mere acceptance by a leading international journal has much greater 
significance in the developing world.  However, consideration of rank-normalized IF would 
prevent the underestimation of productive scientists from less hot, slower moving specialities.  
Computation of the suggest rnIF is quite simple since all the necessary values are provided by 
the JCR.  
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